Name: CHURCH, KENNETH STANLEY
Site: 29-3792 HAWAII BELT ROAD
Sale: $700000 on 2014-07-16 Reason=1 Qual=
Mail: PO BOX 100014
HAKALAU, HI 96710-0014

Land Value 252700
Land Exemption 0
Taxable Land Value 50200
Building Value 0
Building Exemption 0
Taxable Bldg. Value 0
Total Taxable Value 50200

*Hawaii County makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assessment information is from the last certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. The parcels' layer is intended to be used for visual purposes only and should not be used for boundary interpretations or other spatial analysis beyond the limitations of the data. The 'parcels' data layer does not contain metes and bounds described accuracy therefore, please use caution when viewing this data. Overlaying this layer with other data layers that may not have used this layer as a base may not produce precise results. GPS and imagery data will not overlay exactly.
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